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DESCRIPTION
The Signetics 2651 PCI is a universal syn-
chronous/asychronous data communica-
tions controller chip designed lor micro-
computer systems. It interfaces directly to
the Signetics 2650 microprocessor and may
be used in a polled or interrupt driven sys-
tem environment. The 2651 accepts pro-
grammed instructions from the microproc-
essor and supports many serial data
communication disciplines. synchronous
and asynchronous. in the lull or hall-duplex
mode.

The PCI serializes parallel data characters
received Irom the microprocessor lor trans-
mission. Simultaneously, it can receive seri-
al data and convert it into parallel data
characters lor Input to the microcomputer.

The 2651 contains a baud rate generator
which can be programmed to either accept
an external clock or to generate internal
transmit or receive clocks. Sixteen dillerent
baud rates can be selected under program
control when operating in the internal clock
mode.

The PCI is constructed using Signetics n-
channel silicon gate depletion load technol-
ogy and is packaged in a 28-pin DIP.

FEATURES
• Synchronous operation

5 to S-blt characlers
Single or double SYN operation
'"terncl character synchronlzallon
Trans~rent or non-Iransparent mode
AutomaUc SYN or OLE-SYN Insertion
SYN or OLE stripping
Odd. even, or no parity
Loc"" or remote maintenance loop
back mocM
Baud rate: dc to 0.8M baud (1X clock)

• Asynchronous operation
5 10 I-bit characlers
1, 1 1/2 or 2 stop bltl
Odd. even. or no parity
Partly, overrun and framing error de-
tection
Line break detection and genera lion
fal •• Ia." bit detection
Automatic serial echo mode
Local or remote maintenance loop
back mode
Baud rate: dc to 0.8M baud (1X clock)

de to $Ok baud (111Xclock)
de: to 12.5k baud (64X clock)

OTHER FEATURES
• Inl.rnal or ellternal baud rate clock
• 1. Internal ratel-50 to 19,200 baud
• Oou Ie buffered trMlmltser and re-

ceiver
• Full or h II duplex operation
• Fully compatible wIth 2650 CPU
• TTL compatible Inpula and outputs
• Single 5V power supply
• No IYltam clock required
• 28-pln dual In-line package
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APPLICA TIONS
• Intelligent terminals
• Nelwork proceSlors
• Front end proeesacra
• R mot. data concentrators
• Computer to compuI.r links
• Serial peripherals

PIN NO. SYMBOL NAME ANO FUNCTION TYPE

27.28.1,2.5-8 00-07 8-bit data bus I/O
21 RESET Reset I

12.10 Ao-Al Internal register select lines I
13 RIW Read or write command I
11 CE Chip enable input I
22 DSR Data set ready I
24 bTR Data terminal ready . 0
23 RTS Request to send 0
17 ~ Clear to send I
16 OCD Data carrier detected I
18 TxEMT/DSCHG Transmitter empty or data set change 0
9 TxC Transmitter clock 1/0

25 RxC Receiver clock I/O
19 TxD Transmitter data 0
3 RxD Receiver data I
15 TxRDY Transmitter ready 0
14 RxRDY Receiver ready 0
20 BRCLK Baud rate generator clock I
26 Vcc +5V supply I
4 GND Ground I

RATING UNIT I
o to +70 'C

-65 to +150 'C I-0.5 to +6.0
I •

V

Operating ambient temperature2

Storage temperature
All voltages with respect 10 ground3
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THEORETICAL ACTUAL
BAUD FREQUENCY FREQUENCY PERCENT
RATE 11SXCLOCK 16X CLOCK ERROR DIVISOR

50 0.8 KHz 0.8 KHz -- 6336
75 1.2 1.2 - 4224

110 1.76 1.76 - 2880
134.5 2.152 2.1523 0.016 2355
150 2.4 2.4 -- 2112
JOO 4.8 4.8 -- 1056
600 9.6 9.6 -- 528

1200 192 19.2 -- 264
1800 28.8 28.8 -- 176
2000 32.0 32.081 0.253 158
2400 38.4 38.4 -- 132
3600 57.6 57.6 - 88
4800 76.8 76.8 -- 66
7200 115.2 115.2 - 44
9600 153.6 153.6 -- 33

19200 307.2 316.8 3.125 16

. Table 1 BAUD RATE GENERATOR CHARACTERISTICS
Crystal Frequency = 5.01S88MHz

PIN NAME PIN NO. INPUT/OUTPUT FUNCTION

Vcc 26 I +5V supply input
GNO 4 I Ground

IRESET 21 I A high on this input performs a master reset on the 2651. This signal asynchronous-
ly terminates any device activity and clears the Mode, Command and Status regis-
ters. The device assumes the idle state and remains there until initialized with the
appropriate control words.

IA,-Ao 10,12 I , Address lines used to select internal PCI registers.
AIW 13 I Read command when low, write command when high.
cr 11 I Chip enable command. When low, indicates that control and data lines to the PCI

are valid a"ld that the operation specified by the AIW, A, and Ao inputs shoule be I
performed. When high, places the 00-07 lines In the trl-state condition.

07-00 8.7,6.5. I/O 8-bit, three-state data bus used to transfer commands, data and status between PCI
2,1,28,27 and the CPU. Do is the least significant bit; 07 the' most significant bit.

TxROY 15 0 This output is the complement of Status Register bit SRO.When low, it indicates that
the Transmit Data Holding Register (THRI is ready to accept a data character from

I
the CPU. It goes high when the data character is loaded. This output is valid only
when the transmitter is enabled. It is an open drain output which can be used as an
interrupt to the CPU. I

I

AxROY 14 0 Thi" output is the complement of Status Register bit SR1. When low, it indicates that
the Receive Data Holding Register (RHR) has a character ready for Input to the CPU. I
II goes high when the RHR is read by the CPU, and also when the receiver is
disabled. It is an open drain output which can be used as an interrupt to the CPU.

TxEMT /DSCHG 18 0 This output is the complement of Status Register bit SR2. When low, it indicates that
the transmitter has completed serialization of the last character loaded by the CPU,
or that a change of state of the DSR or OCD inputs has occurred. This output goes
high when the Status Register is read by the CPU, if the TxEMT conditien does not
exist. Otherwise, the THR must be loaded by the CPU for this line to go high. It is an
open drain output which can be used as an interrupt to the CPU.
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BLOCK OIAG M
The PCI consists of six major sections.t.:These are the transmitter, receiver. timing,
operation control, modem control and
SYN/DLE control. These sections commu-
nicate with each other via an internal data
bus and an internal control bus. The internal
data bus interlaces to the microprocessor
data bus via a data bus buller.

Operation Control
ThiS lunctional block stores configuration
and operation commands from the CPU and
generates appropriate signals to various in-
lernal sections to control the overall device
operation. It contains read and write circuits
to permit communications with the micro-
processor via the data bus and contains
Mode Registers 1 and 2, the Command Reg-
ister, and the Status Register. Details of reg-
ister addressing and protocol are presented
in the PCI Programming section 01 this data
sheet.

Timing
The PCI contains a Baud Rate Generator
(BRG) which is programmable to accept ex-
lernal transmit or receive clocks or todivide
an external clock to perform data communi-
cations. The unit can generate 16 common-
ly used baud rates, anyone of which can be
selected forfull duplex operation. See Table
1.

Receiver
The Receiver accepts serial data on the RxD
pin, converts this serial input to parallel lor-
mat. checks for bits or characters that are
unique to the communication technique
and sends an "assembled" character to the
CPU.

Transmitter
The Transmitter accepts parallel data from
the CPU, converts it to a serial bit stream, in-
serts the appropriate characters or bits
(based on the communication technique)
and outputs a composite serial stream 01
data on the TxD output pin.

Modem Control
The modem control section provides inter-
facing lor three input signals and three out-
put signals used for "handshaking" and sta-
tus indication between the CPU and a
modem.

SYN/OLE Control
This section contains control circuitry and
three B-bit registers storing the SYN1.
SYN2, and DLE characters provided by the
CPU. These registers are used in the syn-
chronous mode of operation to provide the
characters required for synChronization,
idle fill and data transparency.

INTERFACE SIGNALS
The PCI interface signals can be grouped
into two types: the CPU-related signals
(shown in Table 2), which interface the 2651
to the microprocessor system, and the
device-related signals (shown. in -rable·3),
which are used to interface'to the communi-
cations device or system.



PIN NAME

BRCLK

PIN NO.

20
INPUT/OUTPUT

I

RxD 3 I
TxD 19 0

DSR 22 I

DeD 16 I

CTS 17 I

DTR 24 0

RTS 23 0

OPERATION
The functional operation of the 2651 is pro-
grammed by a set of control words supplied
by the CPU. These control words specify
items such as synchronous or asynchro-
nous mode, baud rate, number of bits per
character, etc. The programming procedure
is described in the PCI Programming sec-
tion of this data sheet.

After programming, the PCI is ready to per-
form the desired communications func-
tions. The receiver performs serial to paral-
lel conversion of data received from a
modem or equivalent device. The transmit-
ter converts parallel data received from the
CPU to a serial bit stream. These actions are
accomplished within the framework specifi-
ed by the control words.

Receiver
The 2651 Is conditioned to receive data
when the DCD input is low and the RxEN bit
In the command register is true. In the
asynchronous mode, the receiver looks for
a high to low transition of the start bit on the
RxD input line. If a transition is detected. the
state of the RxD line Is sampled again after a
del y of one-half of a bit time. II RxD is now
high, the search for a valid start bit is begun
again. If RxD is still low, a valid start bit is
assumed and the receiver continues to sam-
ple the input line at one bit time intervals

5.0688MHz clock input to the Internal baud rate generator. Not required if external
receiver and transmitter clocks are used.
Receiver clock. If external receiver clock is programmed. this input controls the rate
at which the character is to be received. Its frequency is 1X, 16X or 64X the baud rate.
as programmed by Mode Register 1. Data is sampled on the rising edge of the clock.
If internal receiver clock is programmed, thiS pin becomes an output at 1X the pro-
grammed baud rate.
Transmitter clock. II external transmitter clock is programmed, this input controls
the rate at which the character is transmitted. Its frequency is 1X. 16X or 64X the
baud rate, as programmed by Mode Register 1. The transmitted data changes on the
falling edge of the clock. II internal transmitter clock is programmed. this pin be-
comes an output at 1X the programmed baud rate.
Serial data input to the receiver. "Mark" is high, "Space" is low.
Serial data output from the transmitter. "Mark" is high, "Space" is low. Held in Mark
condition when the transmitter is disabled.
General purpose input which can be used for Data Set Ready or Ring Indicator con-
dition. Its complement appears as Status Register bit SR? Causes a low output on
TxEMT /DSCHG when its state changes.
Data Carrier Detect input. Must be low In order for the receiver to operate. Its com-
plement appears as Status Register bit SR6. Causes a low output on
TxEMT /DSCHG when its state changes.
Clear to Send input. Must be low in order for the transmitter to operate. lilt goes
high during transmission, the character in the Transmit Shift Register WIll be
transmitted betore termination.
General purpose output which IS the complement of Command Register bit CR 1.
Normally used to indicate Data Terminal Ready.
General purpose output which is the complement of Command Register bit CR5.
Normally used to indicate Request to Send.

programmed. the first character assemble<
after SYN1 must be SYN2 In order for th
SYN DETECT bit to be set. OtherWIse, the
PCI returns to the hunt mode. (Note that thf
sequence SYN1-SYN1-SYN2 will no
achieve synchronizationl. When synchroni
zation has been achieved, the PCI continue~
to assemble characters and transfer them te
the Holding Register, selling the RxRD
status bit and asserting the RxRDY output
each time a character is transferred. The P
and OE status bits are set as approprtate
Further receipt of the appropriate SYN se-
quence sets the SYN DETECT slatus bit. If
the SYN stripping mode is commanded
SYN characters are not transferred to the
Holding Register. Note that the SYN charac-
ters used to establish initIal synchronlzallor
are not transferred to the Holding Registe
in any case.

Transmitter
The PCI is conditioned to transmit date
when the CTS input is low and the TxE!\
command register bit is set. ~e 2651 indi
cates to the CPU that it can accept a charac
ter for transmission by setting the TxRD'r
status bit and asserting the TxRDY output
When the CPU writes a character, into t
Transmit Data Hotdir19 Re.gis r, ~e
conditions are negated [jata is transferrec
from the Holding Register to the Transmit
Shift Register when it is id,le or has complet-

Table 3 DEVICE-RELATED SIGNALS
until the proper number of data bits, the par-
ity bit, and the stop bit<s) have been assem-
bled. The data is then transferred to the Re-
ceive Data Holdin~ Register,the RxRDY bit
in the status register is set. and the RxRDY
output is asserted. If the character length is
less than 8 bits, the high order unused bits in
the Holding Register are set to zero. The
Parity Error, Framing Error, and Overrun
Error status bits are strobed into the status
register on the positive going edge of RxC
corresponding to the received character
boundary. If a break condition is detected
(RxD is low for the entire character as well as
the stop bit I s I), only one character consist-
ing of all zeros (with the FE status bit set) will
be transferred to the Holding Register. The
RxD input must return to a high condition
before a search for the next start bit begins.

When the PCI,s initialized into the synchro-
nous mode, the receiver first enters the hunt
mode on a 0 to 1 transition of RxEN (CR2l. In
this mode. as data is shifted into the Receiv-
er Shift Register a bit at a time. the contents
of the register are compared to the contents
of the SYNl register. If the two are not equal,
the next bit is shifted in and the comparison
is repeated. When the two registers match.
the hunt mode is terminated and character
assembly mode begins. If single SYN opera-
tion is programmed, the SYN DETECT sta-
tus bit is set. It double SYN operation is



eel transmission of the previous character.
The TxRDY conditions are then asserted
again. Thus, one full character time of buf-
fering is provided.

In the asynchronous mode, the transmitter
automatically sends a start bit followed by
the programmed number 01 data bits, the
least signilicant bit being sent first. It then
appends an optional odd or even parity bit
and the programmed number 01 stop bits. II,
following transmission 01 the data bits, a
new character is not available in the Trans-
mit Holding Register, the TxO output re-
mains in the marking (high) condition and
the TxEMT/iSSCRG output and its corre-
sponding status bit are asserted. Trans-
mission resumes when the CPU loads a new
character into the Holding Register. The
transmitter can be forced to output a contin-
uous low (BREAK) condition by selling the
Send Break command bit high.

In the synchronous mode, when the 2651 is
initially conditioned to transmit, the TxO
output remains high and the TxAOY condi-
tion is asserted until the lirst character to be
transmilled. (usually a SYN character) is
loaded by the CPU. Subsequent to this, a
continuous stream of characters is trans-
milled. No extra bits (other than parity, if
commanded) are generated by the PCI
unless the CPU lails to send a new character
to the PCI by the time the transmitter has
completed sending the previous character.
Since synchronous communications does
not allow gaps between characters, the PCI
asserts TxEMT and automatically "Iills" the
gap by transmitting SYN1 s. SYN1-SYN2
ing on the state 01 MR 16 and MR 17. Norma!
transmission of the message resumes when
a new character is available in the Transmit
Data Holding Register. II the SEND OLE bit
In the command register is true, the OLE
character is automatically transmitted prior
to transmission olthe message character in
THR.

PCI PROGRAMMING
Prior to initiating data communications, the
2651 operational mode must be pro-
grammed by performing write operations to
the mode and command registers. In addi-
tion, if synchronous operation is pro-
grammed, the appropriate SYN/DLE regis-
ters must be loaded. The PCI can be
reconfigured at any time during program
execution. However, if the change has an
etlect on the reception 01 a character the
receiver should be disabled. Alternatively il
the change is made 11/2 AxC periods after
AxROY goes active it will affect the next
character assembly. A flowchart 01 the in-
itialization process appears in Figure 1.

The internal registers 01 the PCI are ac-
cessed by applying specilic signals to the

NOTE

Mode Register 1 must be written
betor. 2 Cln be wrltt"n Mode Regll""' '1
nfted not be proor.mmftd It •• t.rn.1

(,I()(..k. tun ""''','
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CE Al Ao R/W FUNCTION

1 X X X Tri-state data bus
0 0 0 0 Read receive holding register
0 0 0 1 Write transmit holding register
0 0 1 0 Read status register
0 0 1 1 Write SYN1/SYN2/0LE reGisters
0 1 0 0 Read mode registers 1/2
0 1 0 1 Write mode registers 1/2
0 1 1 0 Read command register
0 1 1 1 Write command register ~

NOTE

See AC Chlrlcterishcs sechon fo' timing requirements.



CE, R/W, Al and Ao inputs. The conditions
necessary to address each register are
shown in Table 4.

The SYN1, SYN2, and DLE registers are
accessed by performing write operations
with the conditions A 1 = 0, Ao = 1, and AIW =
1. The first operation loads the SYN1 regis-
ter. The next loads the SYN2 register, and
the third loads the DLE register. Reading or
loading the mode registers is done in a
similar manner. The first write (or read)
operation addresses Mode Register 1, and a
subsequent operation addresses Mode Reg-
ister 2. If more than the required number of
accesses are made. the Internal sequencer
recycles to point at the first register. The
pointers are reset to SYN1 Register and
Mode Register 1 by a RESET input or by
performing a "Read Command Register"
operation. but are unaffected by any other
read or write operation.

The 2651 register formats are summanzed
In Tables 5, 6. 7 and 8. Mode Registers 1and
2 define the general operational charac-
tenstlcs of the PCI, while the Command
Register controls the operation within this
basIc frame-work. The PCI indicates its

status in the Status Register. These regis-
ters are cleared when a RESET input is
applied.

Mode Register 1 (MR1)
Table 5 illustrates Mode Register 1. Bits
MR11 and MR10 select the communication
format and baud rate multiplier. 00 specifies
synchronous mode and 1X multiplier. 1X.
16X. and 64X multipliers are programmable
for asynchronous format. However, the
multiplier in asynchronous format applies
only if the external clock input option IS

selected by MR24 or MR25.

MR13 and MR12 select a character length of
5. 6, 7, or 8 bits. The character length does
not include the parity bit. if programmed,
and does not include the start and stop bits
in asynchronous mode.

MR14 controls parity generation. If enabled,
a parity bit is added to the transmitted
character and the receiver performs a parity
check on incoming data. MR15 selects odd
or even parity when panty is enabled by
MR14.

In asychronous mode, MRll and MR16
select character framing of 1, 1.5, or 2 stop

bits. (If 1X baud rate is programmed. 1.5 st
bits defaults to 1 stop bits on transmit>.
synchronous mode, MRll controls t
number of SYN characters used to establ
synchronization and for character fill wh
the transmitter is idle. SYN1 alone is use
MRll = 1, and SYN1-SYN2 is used wh
MAll = O. If the transparent mode is spe
fied by MA16, DLE-SYN1 is used for ch,
acter fill and SYN Detect, but the nom
synchronization sequence IS used. AI
DLE stripping and DLE Detect (With MR1"
OJare enabled.

Mode Register 2 (MR2)
Table 6 illustrates Mode Aegister 2. MR,
MA22, MR21, and MA20 control the fr
quency of the internal baud rate general
lBAG!. Sixteen rates are selectable. Wh
driven by a 5.0688 MHz input at the BACl
input (pin 201,the BRG output has zero err
except at 134.5. 2000. and 19,200 bau
which have errors of +0.016%, +0.235%, ar
+3.125% respectively.

MA25 and MA24 select either the BRG or t
external inputs 'fXC and AxC as the clo
source for the transmitter and receivf
respectively. If the BAG clock is selecte·
the baud rate factor in asynchronous moc

MR17 I MRlI MR15 MR14 MR13 I MR12 MRll I MR10

Parity Type Parity Control Character Langth Mode and Beud Rate Facto'

ASYNCH: STOP BIT LENGTH
00; INVALID 0; ODD 0= DISABLED 00 = 5 BITS 00 = SYNCHRONOUS 1X RATE
01 = 1 STOP BIT 1 = EVEN 1 = ENABLED 01 z 6 BITS 01 = ASYNCHRONOUS lX RATE
10 = 1'/2 STOP BITS 10 = 7 BITS 10 = ASYNCHRONOUS 16X RATE
11; 2 STOP BITS 11 ; 8 BITS 11 = ASYNCHRONOUS 64X RATE

SYNCH: NUMBER SYNCH: TRANS-
OF SYN CHAR PARENCY CONTROL

0= DOUBLE SYN 0= NORMAL
1 ; SINGLE SYN 1 ; TRANSPARENT

I

NOTE
S.ud rete factor In asynchronous applies only If external clock IS selecled. Factor IS 16X If Inlernal clock IS selected.

MR27 MR28 MR25 MR24 MR23

Transmiller RKelver
Clock Clock

0= EXTERNAL 0= EXTERNAL
NOT USED 1 = INTERNAL 1 = INTERNAL

ooסס = 50 BAUD
0001 = 75
0010 = 110
0011 ; 134.5
0100 = 150
0101 ; 300
0110;600
0111=1200

1000 ; 1800 BAUD
1001; 2000
1010; 2400
1011 = 3600
1100 = 4800
1101 = 7200
1110=9iOO
1111 = 19,~00
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is 16X regardless of the factor selected by
MR11 and MAlO. In addition. the corre-
sponding clock pin provides an output at 1X
the baud rate.

Table 7 illustrates Command Register. Bits
CRO tTxEN) and CA2 (RxEN) enable or
disable the transmitter and receiver respec-
tively. Disabling the receiver causes RxADY
to go high (Inactive>. If the transmitter IS

disabled. it will complete the transmission
of the character In the Transmit Shift Regis-
ter lIf any) prior to terminating operation.
The TxD output will then remain in the
marking state (high) while the TxRDY and
TxEMT will go high (inactive>. If the receiver
is disabled. It will terminate operation imme-
diately. Any character being assembled Will
be neglected.

Bits CR1 (DTA) and CAS (ATS) control the
DTA and RTS outputs. Data at the outputs is
the logical complement 01 the register data.

In asynchronous mode. selting CR3 will
lorce and hold the TxD output low (spacing
condition) at the end 01the current transmit-
ted character. Normal operation resumes
when CR3 is cleared. The TxD line will go
high lor a least one bit time belore begin-
ning transmission of the next character in
the Transmit Data Holding Aegister. In syn-
chronous mode. setting CA3 causes the
transmission 01 the OLE register contents
prior to sending the character in the Trans-
mit Data Holding Register. CR3 should be
reset in response to the next TxRDY.

Selling CR4 causes the error flags in the
Status Register (SR3, SA4, and SR5) to be
cleared. This bit resets automatically.

• The PCI can operate in one 01 lour sub-
modes within each major mode (synchro-
nous or asynchronous). The operational
sub-mode is determined by CR7 and CR6.
CA7-CR6 = 00 is the normal mode. with the
transmiller and receiver operating inde-

pendently in accordance with the Mode and
Status Register instructions.

In asynchronous mode. CR7-CR6 = 01
places the PCI in the Automatic Echo mode.
Clocked. regenerated received data is auto-
matically directed to the TxD line while
normal receiver operation continues. The
receiver must be enabled (CR2 = 1). but the
transmitter need not be enabled. CPU to
receiver communications continues nor-
mally. but th CPU to transmitter link is
disabled. Only the first character 01 a break
condition is echoed. The TxD output will go
high until the next valid start is detected.
The following conditions are true while in
Automatic Echo mode:

1. Data assembled by the receiver is automatically
placed in the Transmit Holding Aeglster and
retransmitted by the transmitter on the TxO
output.

2. Transmit clock = receive clock.
3. TxADY output = 1.
4. The hEMT /OSCHG ptn will rellect only the

data set change condition.
5. The hEN command ICROI is ignored.

In synchronous mode, CA7-CR6 = 01
places the PCI in the Automatic SYN/DLE
Stripping mode. The exact action taken
depends on the setting of bits MR17 and
MR16:

1. In the non-transparent, single SYN mode
(MR17-MA16 = 10), characters tn the data
stream matching SYN1 are not transferred to
the Receive Data Holding Aegister IAHAl.

2. In the non-transparent, double SYN mode
(MA17-MR16 = OOl, characters in the data
stream matching SYN 1. or SYN2 if Immediately
preceded uy SYN1, are not transferred to the
RHA. However. only the first SYN1 of an SYN1-
SYN 1 pair is .tripped.

3. In transparent mode IMA16 =11, characters in
the data stream matching OLE. or SYN1 if
immediately preceded by OLE. are not trans-
ferred to the RHA. However, only the first OLE
of a OLE-OLE pair is stripped.

Note that Automatic Stripping mode does
not affect the setting of the OLE Detect and
SYN Detect status bIts (SR3 and SR5l.

Two diagnostic sub-modes can also be
c:onflgured. In Local Loop Back mode
(CR7-CR6 = 101, the lollowlng loops are
connected internally:

1. The transmitter output I. connected to the
receiver input.

2. DTR ,s connected to OCD and RTS IS connect-
ed to CTS.

3. ReceIve clock = transm,t clock.
4. The iSTA, ATS and TxD outputs lire held high.
5 Thtl CTS, OCD, DSR and RxD inputs are Ig-

nored.

Additional requirements to operate in the
Local Loop Back mode are that CRO(TxEN).
CR1 (DTR). and CAS lATS) must be set to 1.
CR2 (Ax EN) is ignored by the PCI.

The second diagnostic mode is the Remote
Loop Back mode (CR7-CR6 = 11l. In this
mode:

1. Data assembled by the receiver is automatically
placed in the Transmit Holding Register and
retransmitted by the transmitter on the TxO
output.

2. Transmit clock = receive clock.
3. No data is sent to the local CPU. but the error

status conditions IPE. OE. FEI are set.
4. The RxRDY, TxADY, and TxEMT/OSCHG out-

puts are held high.
S. CR1 (TxENl is ignored.
6. All other signals operate normally.

Status Register
The data contained in the Status Register
(as shown in Table 8) indicate receiver and
transmitter conditions and modem/data set
status.

SRO is the Transmitter Ready (TxRDYI sta-
tus bit. II, and its corresponding output, are
valid only when the transmitter is enabled. II
equal to 0, it indicates that the Transmit
Data Holding Register has been loaded by
the CPU and the data has not been trans-
lerred to the Transmit Shift Register. II set
equal to 1. it indicates that the Holding
Register IS ready to accept data Irom the
CPU. This bit is initially set when the Tram:-
mitter is enabled by CRO.unless a character

CR7 I CRt CRS CR4 CR3 CR2 Cft1 CRG

Operatlntl Mode Requ •• t to
R••• t Error

Aecelve Data T.rml~l Tran.mlt
send Control IRxEN) R.ady Control (TxEN)

ASYNCH:
00 = NOAMAl OPERATION 0= NORMAL FORCE BREAK
01 = ASYNCH: AUTOMATIC 0= FORCE RTS 1 = RESET 0= NORMAL 0= DISABLE 0= FORCE DTR 0= ISABlE

ECHO MODE OUTPUT HIGH ERROR FLAG 1 = FORCE 1 = ENABLE OUTPUT HIGH 1 = ENABLE
SYNCH: SYN AND/OR 1 = FORCE RTS IN STATUS REG BREAK 1 = FORCE DTR
OLE STRIPPING MODE OUTPUT lOW (FE.OE, OUTPUT lOW

10 = lOCAL lOOP BACK PE/DlE DETECTI SYNCH:

11 = REMOTE lOOP BACK SEND Dl! . .o z NORMAL .
1 = SEND OLE

,.,
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SR7 SRC! SR5 SR. SR3 SR2 SR1 SRO

Oa" Set Oa" Cal'T~r
FE/SYN D.teet Ov.rrrun PE/DlE Detect

R.ady O.teet
TaEMT/DSCHG RxRDY TaRDY

0= 5SR INPUT 0= DCD INPUT ASYNCH: 0= NORMAL 0= NORMAL 0= RECEIVE 0= TRANSMIT
IS HIGH IS HIGH 0= NORMAL 1 = OVERRUN ASYNCH: 1 = CHANGE HOLDING REG HOLDING

1 = DSR INPUT 1 =DCD INPUT 1 = FRAMING ERROR 0= NORMAL IN DSR OR EMPTY REG BUSY
IS LOW IS LOW ERROR 1 = PARITY DCD.OR 1 = RECEIVE 1 = TRANSMIT

ERROR TRANSMIT HOLDING REG HOLDING
SYNCH: SHIFT REGIS- HAS DATA REG EMPTY
0= NORMAL SYNCH: TERIS
1 = SYN CHAR 0= NORMAL EMPTY

DETECTED 1 = PARITY
ERROR

OR
OLE CHAR
RECEIVED

has previously been loaded into the Holding
Register. It is not set when the Automatic
Echo or Remote Loop Back modes are
programmed. When this bit is set, the
TxRDY output pin is low, In the Automatic
Echo and Remote Loop Back modes. the
output is held high.

SR" the Receivor Ready tRxRDY) status bit,
indicates the condition of the Receive Data
Holding Register. If set, it indicates that a
character has been loaded into the Holding
Register from the Receive Shift Register and
is ready to be read by the CPU. If equal to
zero, there is no new character in the Hold-
ing Register. This bit is cleared when the
CPU reads the Receive Data Holding Regis-
ter or when the receiver is disabled by CA2.
When set, the RxADY output is low.

The TxEMT/DSCHG bit. SR2, when set,
indicates either a change of state of the DSR
or DCD inputs or that the Transmit Shift
Register has completed transmission of a
character and no new character has been
loaded into the Transmit Data Holding Reg-

Table 8 STATUS REGISTER (SR)

ister. Note that in synchronous mode this bit
will be set even though the appropriate "fill"
character is transmitted. It is cleared when
the transmitter is enabled by CRO and does
not indicate transmitter condition until at
least one character is transmitted. A
DSCHG condition is cleared when the Sta-
tus Register is read by the CPU. When SR2
is set. the TxEMT/DSCHG output is low.

SR3, when set, indicates a received panty
error when panty is enabled by MR14. In
synchronous transparent mode IMR16 = 1),
with parity disabled, it indicates that a char-
acter matching the OLE Register has been
received. However, only the first OLE of two
successive DLEs will set SR3. This bit is
cleared when the receiver is disabled and by
the Reset Error command. CR4.

The Overrun Error status bit, SR4. indicates
that the previous character loaded into the
Receive Holding Register was not read by
the CPU at the time a new received charac-
ter was transferred into it. This bit is cleared

when the receiver is disabled and by thf
Reset Error command, CR4.

In asynchronous mode, bit SR5 signifi
that the received character was not frame
by the programmed number of stop bits. I
1.5 stop bits are programmed. only the fir
stop bit is checked,) If RHR = 0 when SR5 =
a break condition is presc.:nl. In synchrc
nous non-transparent mode (MR16 = Ol.
indicates receipt of the SYN1 character
single SYN mode or the SYN1-SYN2 pair
double SYN mode. In synchronous tran
parent mode IMR16 = 1) this bit is set upc
detection of the initial synchroniZing cha
acters (SYN1 or SYN' -SYN21 .nd. aft~
synchronization has been achieved, when
DLE-SYNl pair is received. The bit is res
when the receiver is disabled, when tr
Reset Error command is given in asynchr(
nous mode. and when the Status Register
read by the CPU in the synchronous mod

SR6 and SR? reflect the conditions of It
DCD and DSR inputs respectively. A 10
input sets its corresponding status bit and
high inptn clears it.

LIMITS
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT

Mln Typ Max

Input voltage V
VIL Low 0.8
VIH High 20

Output voltage V
VOL Low IOL = 1.6mA 0.25
VOH High IOH = -lOOI'A 2.8

IlL Input load current VIN = 0 to 5.5V 10 I'A

Tristate Output leakage current I'A
IUi Data bus high Vo = 4.0V 10
ILL Data bus low Vo = O,4SV '0 .
Ice Power supply current 90 .~ ~ mA,
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LIMITS
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIO S UNIT

Mln Typ Max

Capacitance pF
CIN Input 20

fc = 1MHz
CoUT Output Unme lured pins lied 20

to ground
CliO Input/Output 20

LIMITS
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT

Mln Typ Max

Pulse width ns
tRES Reset 1000
tCE Chip enable 200

Setup and hold time 01
tAS Address setup 10
tAH Address hold 10
tcs ~IW control setup 10
tcH RIW control hold 10
tos Data setup lor write 150
toH Data hold lor write eo
tRXS Ax data setup 200
tRXH Ax data hold 280

too Data delay time for read CL = 100pF 180 ns
tOF Data bus floating time lor read CL = 100pF 70 ns

Input clock frequency MHz
fBRG Baud rate generator 5.0637 5.0688 5.0738
IRlT TxC or AxC de 1.0

Clock state , ns
teRH Baud rate high 90
teRL Baud rate low 90
!filTH TxC or AxC high (duty cycle) 44% 50% 56%
tRlTL TxC or AxC low (duty cycle) 44% 50% 56%

I

TxD delay from falling edge of TXCtTxO CL = 100pF 300 ns
tTCS Skew between TxD changing and falling CL = 100pF 0 nl

edge of TxC output I

1 SI' •••.•• aboYe 1hose lilted under Absolute MaXimum Rating, may cause permanent dlll1'\89. to the
etevtCe Thl.'I. air ••• rating only and lunehon.l Operallon 01 the device I' these or at any Olher
coochhon above lho •• indteated in the operation MChon of this specification ia nOI implied.

2. for operating at .'evated temperaturel, the device must be derated baaed on +150-C maximum
junction temperature and thermal relistance ot 6frCIW junction to ambient IIQ ceramte package).

3 Thl. producl inclUde.circullry lpec,lIcally designedlor Iheprolechon01 ill inlernaldavic•• Iromthe
damaging effect. of ••. cnslVe ltatic charge Nonetheles •. it i. suggested thait conventt0R8' precau-
tiona be taken to Iyold applYIng any yolt.oes larger thin the r.ted maxim •.

•. Par.metere Ir. v.lld~over operating temperature ra"Oe unl ••• othefWi •• lpeclfted.
S. AU 'tollage m• .,urement. are r.'erenced to ground. All time measurement. ar. at the VOH. VOL. VIH.

VII. le•• lau approp"ate.
I TYPical.alues Ire al +250 C. typlca' Iupply ""nag•• and typical procesaingparameters.
7 TiRi5Y, RXAi5Y andTiEMT IOSCHOoulput. Ire opendrain.
•. Parameter applle. when Internal transmitter clock i. uNdo

PRELIMINARYSPECIFICATION
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NOTES

A m Slart bit
B -Slopbitl
C - Stop bit 2
o :a TxO marking condttion

T lCEMT goes low a' the beginning of the last data bit, Of, " parity is enabled .• t the beginning of the parity bit.
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